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existence at the time of the completion of the second part of the canon. As otherwise

the collectors of the prophetic writings who in their care did not neglec even the

parable of Jonah would hardly have ignored, the record of such great prophet as Daniel

is represented to be. Is it the matter of how good the man is ? Ja"11 was fleeing

from Goa. and even at the end Jonah was dissatisfied with what Go wa doing. Surely if

it is the greatness oi the man, you would think Daniel wculu. be among the prophets and

Jonah among the liagiograha rather than reverse. Now Professor Cornill is one of the
in introduction

great 14hea1 scholars at the end. of the 1at century an his to the canonical books

of the O.T.,he says that among objective reazons of the utmost weight which render the

vj.'w of its genuineness necessary is the position of the book in the hebrew Canon where

it is not amon the prophets but in the thtd division of the Cano' in the so-called

Haiorapha. If it were the work of a prophet from the time of Cyrus he says, there is

no reason evident why it should be withkeld from the Canon, a designation that was ot

denied Haai, Zecheraiah and Melachai . Then look at Bennett and in their

Biblical Intro.--They say that in the Eebre Canon Daniel is not placed among the prop1s

bnt in the Hagiorapha, the latest section of the Canon although Hagai, Lecheriah, ana

Melachai, who were later than the time that Daniel is described to have written --the

Jews did nt reard the book as prophetic or it was considerable later that Malachai

which was 44+ S.C. Now we can see the strength of their arument. Review of what the
Critical theory is.

B. The Artiment advanced to uphold the Theory-

# LL 1. Some of the books were not in existence in the time of Ezra and therefore

Ezra couldn't possibly have been the man to compile these books into the Canon. They

say that Daniel, Esther, Chronicles, Etc. weren't even written at the time of Ezra. W

have noticed a little how far from conclusive the evidence which these hieher critics

have used--it doesn't Trove th theo'-y brt it is a step in that direction.

2. The three divisions indicate three stages cf collection. If the books of the

?nd and 3rd division had been arranged at the same ti'ie --Ezra and Nehemi wou'd certainly

he Dut in with Samuel and in-s_-Daniel would certainly be with Isaiah and Ezekiel--the

fact that these backs are in th 3rd division proves that only that division was open

when they re produced. The nd divison was already cloEeu.. This is strong ariment--

reen's answere would demolish their ar'u'nent if one could prove it but it be provea.
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